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Introduction

Collection title: Smith, Leonard Kirke
Reference code: GB-0033-SAD
Dates of creation: 1897-1923
Extent:  0.5 box
Repository: Durham University Library, Archives and Special Collections
Creator: L. K. Smith
Language of material: English

Leonard Kirke Smith
(1877-1941)

Colonel, Egyptian Army, serving with the 9th, 16th and Arab Battalions1913 - 1923
No. 32 Patrol, Nyima Hills as patrol commander1917 - 1918
Adjutant General, Egyptian Army1920 - 1923

Accession details
Presented by Colonel Mackenzie Smith, 1985

Arrangement
1. Official Papers
2. Photographic Material
3. Maps

Form of citation
Material in the Sudan Archive is given a reference number, which is unique across the
collections of papers. Usually it is not necessary to give the name of the person or
organisation within which collection the item is found, although it may be convenient to do
so.
The short form of citation should be GB-0033-SAD reference number
Most printed references take the form: SAD reference number.
To order items in the searchroom, use the collection reference code(s), derived by removing
the repository code (GB-0033-), followed by the reference number. Citing the section of the
finding aid is useful.
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1. Official Papers

1897-1921SAD.695/3/1-85
File of papers relating to L.K. Smith's [L.K.S.] army career, including:

1897 Feb 15SAD.695/3/1
Appointment as 2nd Lieutenant, Land Forces
1901 Sep 26SAD.695/3/2-4
Distinguished Service Order
1904SAD.695/3/5
Letter of appointment to governorship, dated 4 Dhu'l-Qa'da 1321,
seal of `Abbas Hilmi, Khedive of Egypt
1906SAD.695/3/6-7
War Office circular re the importation of private stores
1913 Jan 1SAD.695/3/9-10
Appointment to serve in the Egyptian Army
1911 May 13SAD.695/3/11
Special firearms licence
1904-1908SAD.695/3/12-15
Government circulars
1911 Mar 22SAD.695/3/16
Fire insurance policy
1912 Nov 27SAD.695/3/17
Veterinary certificate for polo horse
1912-1913SAD.695/3/18-20
Import permits for firearms
1912 Sep 4SAD.695/3/21
Game licence
1913 Jan 24SAD.695/3/22
Letter concerning mounting of trophies
1913 Jun 25SAD.695/3/24-29
Permission for leave of absence
1913 Jul 1SAD.695/3/30-33
Letter from J. Wood Martin with news of army colleagues
1913 Jul 5SAD.695/3/34
Request from Muhammad Ratib for an automatic revolver
1913 Jul 8-24SAD.695/3/35-36
Letters re regimental colours
Inventory of L.K.S.'s possessionsSAD.695/3/37
List of saddlerySAD.695/3/49
Press announcement of L.K.S.'s marriageSAD.695/3/52
1913 Oct 18SAD.695/3/53
Newspaper article re the retirement of Pipe Major Alex Matheson,
3rd Battalion, Royal Scots
1914SAD.695/3/57-58
Letters re the renewal of L.K.S's contract with the Egyptian Army
List of officers who subscribed towards wedding gifts for L.K.S.SAD.695/3/60
1915 May 20SAD.695/3/61
Notes for guidance of officers on patrol
1915 May 20SAD.695/3/62-64
Copy letter from a German P.O.W. camp
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1915 AugSAD.695/3/65-72
Letters re the condition of L.K.S. 's horse
1917 Aug 25SAD.695/3/73-74
Licence to wear the insignia of the third class of the Order of the
Nile
1916-1917SAD.695/3/75-76
Letter of appointment signed by the head of court on behalf of
Sultan Husayn Kamil, dated 16 Jumada al-ula 1335
1916-1917SAD.695/3/77-78
Letter to L.K.S. awarding him the third class of the Order of the
Nile, signed by the head of court on behalf of Sultan Husayn
Kamil, dated 7 Jumada al-ula 1335
1919-1920SAD.695/3/83-84
Letter of appointment, signed by the head of court on behalf of
Sultan Fu'ad, dated 19 Ramadan 1338
1921 Aug 24SAD.695/3/85
Letter concerning an Egyptian government pension for L.K.S.

1918 Feb 25SAD.643/13/1-41
Report to the Chief Staff Officer and Adjutant General, Egyptian Army,
Khartoum by L.K.S., Officer Commanding Patrol No. 32, on operations
in the Nyima Hills, Nuba Mountains Province, 1917-1918. Includes a
list of officers and men recommended for mention in despatches.

1921 MarSAD.695/4/1-22
Report on the Governor-General's tour of inspection to the White Nile,
Nuba Mountains and Upper Nile provinces (L.K.S. and Mrs Smith
among the party), including descriptions of a visit to a race meeting
at Ed Dueim, White Nile Province, Nuba wrestling, dilukas, and
inspections at Kosti, El Obeid, Dilling, Kadugli, Talodi, Tangeru, Tonga,
Malakal, Kodok, Mellut and El Jebelein
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2. Photographic Material

[ca. 1918]SAD.692/20/1
Photograph of L.K.S. in uniform

1912 - 1916SAD.A70/1-158
Album of photographs taken by L.K.S. in the Sudan, including:

1914 DecSAD.A70/1-2
Government and military personnel in the garden of the
Governor-General's palace at a ceremony to mark the deposition
of the Khedive `Abbas Hilmi II and the proclamation of Prince
Husayn Kamil as Sultan of Egypt
Views of L.K.S.'s house at OmdurmanSAD.A70/3-4
View of Omdurman from the NileSAD.A70/5
Two of L.K.S.'s servants holding the reins of his horsesSAD.A70/9
Mrs V. Smith on horsebackSAD.A70/10,15-16
Husayn, L.K.S.'s syce, holding the reins of one of his horsesSAD.A70/11
Captain and Mrs Webb-BowenSAD.A70/12
SuqSAD.A70/17
Women washing clothes on the bank of the Nile at OmdurmanSAD.A70/18
Statue of GordonSAD.A70/19
Saqiyah, probably at KhartoumSAD.A70/20-21
Shaduf, possibly KhartoumSAD.A70/22
Camel's headSAD.A70/23
Camels watering in the Nile, possibly KhartoumSAD.A70/24
Young soldier vaulting a camel at a military sports event, possibly
Khartoum

SAD.A70/25

Woman wearing a tobe and carrying a zir on her headSAD.A70/26
Young Arab childSAD.A70/27
Feluccas and other sail boats moored on the NileSAD.A70/28
Man paddling an ambach canoeSAD.A70/29
L.K.S., Mrs Morris, Mrs V. Smith and Miss Bernard at KhartoumSAD.A70/30
Mrs Morris, Captain McCowan and Mrs V. SmithSAD.A70/31
Sir Herbert Kitchener and Sir Reginald Wingate,
Governor-General, watching a military review on horseback,
probably during Kitchener's visit to the Sudan for the official
opening of the Sennar - El Obeid railway, Feb 1912

SAD.A70/32

R. von Slatin and Captain Cox watching a military review on
horseback, Khartoum

SAD.A70/33

March past by cavalry and the massed bands of the Sudanese
Infantry, probably during Kitchener's visit to the Sudan for the
official opening of the Sennar - El Obeid railway

SAD.A70/34-37

Sir Reginald Wingate, Governor-General, and staff watching a
march past at a military review at Khartoum, 1915

SAD.A70/38

Sirdar's escort on horseback at a military review, 1915SAD.A70/39
L.K.S. with Sir Reginald Wingate, Governor-General and Sirdar,
on horseback at a military review, 1915

SAD.A70/40

Mrs Webb-Bowen, Lady Stack, Miss Bernard, Mrs More and Mrs
Palmer watching a military review

SAD.A70/41
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Mounted artillery, Camel Corps, Infantry and 7th Manchester
Regiment at a military review

SAD.A70/42-47

Governor-General's palace at KhartoumSAD.A70/48-49
Gordon's statue, KhartoumSAD.A70/52
FeluccasSAD.A70/53
Shoebill stork, Balaeniceps RexSAD.A70/54
Group of small boys playing football, possibly KhartoumSAD.A70/55
Members of a military band, possibly the 11th Sudanese
Battalion, displaying drums and banners, probably Khartoum

SAD.A70/56

Two members of a military band, possibly the 11th Sudanese
Battalion, one playing a drum, probably Khartoum

SAD.A70/57

Three young soldier cadets, possibly signalmenSAD.A70/58
L.K.S. wearing a floral-patterned kimono-style robeSAD.A70/59
Sudanese soldier wearing several decorationsSAD.A70/60
Views of the Smiths' house and garden, probably KhartoumSAD.A70/61-62,64,66
Mrs V. Smith sitting on the verandah of the Smiths' houseSAD.A70/63
Mrs V. Smith in front of the Smiths' house, with a horse-drawn
trap

SAD.A70/65,67

Tennis court in the garden of the Smiths' houseSAD.A70/68-69
Tree-lined street, probably KhartoumSAD.A70/70
Tennis party, probably in the garden of the Smiths' houseSAD.A70/71,73-74
View of the Smiths' gardenSAD.A70/75
Unidentified man in racing silks on horsebackSAD.A70/76
L.K.S. at a polo matchSAD.A70/77
Mrs V. Smith and Mrs More at a polo match or race meetingSAD.A70/78
Unidentified polo playerSAD.A70/79
Three polo players looking at a scoreboardSAD.A70/80
Horse in a paddock at a race meetingSAD.A70/81
Horses parading around a paddock at a race meetingSAD.A70/82
Horses and jockeys at a race meetingSAD.A70/83-84,87,90
Spectators at a race meetingSAD.A70/85,88
Sudanese military band playing at a race meetingSAD.A70/86
C.G. Dupuis and Mrs V. Smith at a race meetingSAD.A70/89,91
L.K.S. and another officer on horsebackSAD.A70/93,95
L.K.S. and another officer in leveé uniformSAD.A70/94
Group of soldiersSAD.A70/96
Two young girls washing a sheet of cloth in the Nile, probably
Omdurman

SAD.A70/97

Young boy at a camp with a group of soldiers and camels resting
in the background

SAD.A70/98

Group of officers at a campSAD.A70/99
L.K.S. standing in front of a tent at a campSAD.A70/100
Two women sitting on an `anqarib surrounded by baggageSAD.A70/101
Group of Arab men and boysSAD.A70/103
Visit of Edward, Prince of Wales to Khartoum, probably Apr 1916SAD.A70/114-119
DhahabiyahSAD.A70/120-121
SteamerSAD.A70/131,134
Passengers waiting on a river bank for a steamerSAD.A70/133
Baby in a pram, probably the Smiths' child, KhartoumSAD.A70/135
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Group of men, probably the Smiths' household servants,
Khartoum

SAD.A70/136-137

L.K.S. and an unidentified man wearing a bathing costume on
a beach

SAD.A70/145,149

L.K.S. jumping off a diving boardSAD.A70/146
View of the Casino hotel, AlexandriaSAD.A70/147
Mrs V. Smith holding a parasolSAD.A70/148
L.K.S. (far right) and an unidentified group of men on camelback
during a trek

SAD.A70/150

British women and children with a group of ducks, probably
Khartoum

SAD.A70/151

British women and children at a party, probably KhartoumSAD.A70/153-154
Lady Stack presenting a cup at a sporting event, with Sir Lee
Stack, Governor-General, and L.K.S. standing beside her

SAD.A70/155

[n.d. ca. 1914 - 1915]SAD.692/21/1-11
Loose photographs removed from A70/1-158. All are without captions,
but include the following:

Group of officers and government officials with their wives and
children, probably Khartoum

SAD.692/21/2

Group of officers and government officialsSAD.692/21/3
Sudanese military band member playing a brass instrumentSAD.692/21/4
Three young soldier cadets, possibly signalmenSAD.692/21/5
Unidentified man and woman, possibly L.K.S. and his wifeSAD.692/21/7
L.K.S. on horsebackSAD.692/21/9

1917 - 1918SAD.A71/1-149
Photograph album recording operations in the Nyima Hills by Patrol
No. 32 against Agabna wad Arauga, a rebel Nuba chief and Kunjur
Kilkun, a witch doctor. Includes some letters of congratulations on the
success of the mission. (For report of mission, see 643/13/1-41).

S.T. Grigg, column commander, on horsebackSAD.A71/2
I.R.B. Bond, communication section; L.K.S., patrol commander;
and S.T. Grigg

SAD.A71/3

L.K.S. and C. Graham, officer commanding 11th Sudanese, on
horseback

SAD.A71/4

Convoy of army motor vehiclesSAD.A71/5
Camels restingSAD.A71/6
J.H. PattisonSAD.A71/7
View of Jabal Nitl, Nyima HillsSAD.A71/8,13-14
Muir standing next to crates of ammunitionSAD.A71/9
Camel Corps on the marchSAD.A71/10
Arab fariq travelling on bullbackSAD.A71/11
Unidentified man, possibly Nuba, with tribal scarring on his torsoSAD.A71/12
Mules transporting baggage and equipmentSAD.A71/15
Panoramic view of the Nyima Hills, with Jabal Nyima on the far
left

SAD.A71/16

Officers standing in a rocky enclave during action at Tourist HillSAD.A71/17,19
Nuba prisonersSAD.A71/18
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Panoramic view of the Nyima Hills, with Sagan on the left and
Kushi on the right

SAD.A71/20

Group of people, possibly NubaSAD.A71/21
Nuba prisoners captured at Jabal TendiaSAD.A71/22
Officers and men making a reconnaissance on a hillsideSAD.A71/23
Two men, possibly Nuba, holding long sticksSAD.A71/24
Young Nuba womanSAD.A71/25
Family travelling on bulls laden with baggageSAD.A71/27
Soldiers taking up positions with guns and artillerySAD.A71/28
Sir Lee Stack, Sirdar and Governor-General meeting local
notables during a visit to patrol no. 32

SAD.A71/29

Sir Lee Stack, Sirdar and Governor-General (second from left)
standing at the head of a motor convoy during a visit to patrol
no. 32

SAD.A71/30

Sir Lee Stack, Sirdar and Governor-General (third from left)
standing with a group of British officers

SAD.A71/31

Sir Lee Stack, Sirdar and Governor-General, walking down a
rocky hillside

SAD.A71/32

Sir Lee Stack, Sirdar and Governor-General (third from left)
standing with a group of British officers

SAD.A71/33

Agabna wad Arauga, a rebel Nuba chief, on horseback after
being captured by the forces of patrol no. 32

SAD.A71/34

Agabna wad Arauga, after captureSAD.A71/35,37-38
Kunjur Kilkun, a witch doctor, and Agabna wad Arauga,
restrained with forked branches

SAD.A71/36,49

Unidentified woman, possibly a relative or follower of Agabna
wad Arauga

SAD.A71/39

View of Jabal SalaraSAD.A71/40
Unidentified member of patrol no. 32, possibly L.K.S.SAD.A71/41
No. 3 BatterySAD.A71/42
Soldiers manning machine guns on Jabal TutturSAD.A71/43
Group of Baqqarah horsemenSAD.A71/44
Sandbags lining a trenchSAD.A71/45
L.K.S., patrol commander (far right), with officers of patrol no.
32

SAD.A71/46

Nuba prisoners at Dilling zaribaSAD.A71/47
Nuba prisonersSAD.A71/48
C.C. Marshall, Mek Nimr wearing a robe of honour, Muhammad
`Azim and R. S. Wilson

SAD.A71/51

Baqqarah horsemen on paradeSAD.A71/52
Members of patrol no. 32 marching to a scaffoldSAD.A71/53
Soldiers on Cave Ridge, captured by Ullul columnSAD.A71/54-56
Members of patrol no. 32 bringing the captured rebel Nuba chief
Agabna wad Arauga and his witch doctor, Kunjur Kilkun, to
Silikun in the Nyima Hills

SAD.A71/57

Soldiers guarding Agabna wad Arauga and Kunjur Kilkun, at
Silikun

SAD.A71/58

Summit of KushiSAD.A71/59,61
Soldiers manning machine guns on the summit of KushiSAD.A71/60
British officer at the summit of Jabal SaganSAD.A71/62
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Landscape at the summit of Jabal SaganSAD.A71/63
Soldier at the summit of Jabal SaganSAD.A71/64
L.K.S. (centre), with members of patrol no. 32 at the summit of
Jabal Sagan

SAD.A71/65

View from the summit of Jabal SaganSAD.A71/66
Burning Nuba village on Jabal Salara, part of punitive operationsSAD.A71/67
Mules carrying baggage and equipment on Jabal SalaraSAD.A71/68
Soldiers manning artillery on Jabal SalaraSAD.A71/69
Camp at Jabal SalaraSAD.A71/70
Sir Lee Stack, Sirdar and Governor-General, on Jabal Salara
visiting patrol no. 32

SAD.A71/71-74

A. L. Kent Lemon at a campSAD.A71/75
C. Graham, S.T. Grigg, G.G.S. Brander and I.R.B. Bond having
a meal at a camp

SAD.A71/76

Officers and men of patrol no. 32SAD.A71/77
J.O. Thurburn and D. Mills standing in front of Ban rockSAD.A71/78
A.C.B. Critchley Salmonson and H.A. LittlejohnSAD.A71/79
Manoeuvres by patrol no. 32SAD.A71/80,84-85,87-89
Local people looting after punitive operations aginst Nuba villagesSAD.A71/81
Reconnaissance by patrol no. 32SAD.A71/82
Artillery manoeuvres by patrol no. 32SAD.A71/83
Camels resting during manoeuvres by patrol no. 32SAD.A71/86
Landscape, Nyima HillsSAD.A71/90-93
Nuba huts or grain stores, possibly burnt out during punitive
operations

SAD.A71/94

Manoeuvres by patrol no. 32SAD.A71/95-99
J. K. Maurice (Western Transport Corps) and J.O. Thurburn
during manoeuvres

SAD.A71/100

I.R.B. Bond, communication section, and C. Graham, officer
commanding 11th Sudanese with members of patrol no. 32

SAD.A71/101

Four Sudanese boys wearing soldiers' uniformsSAD.A71/102
Sudanese Battery loading up mulesSAD.A71/103
Sudanese man loading up a bullSAD.A71/104
Soldiers loading up bulls and mulesSAD.A71/105
Local Nuba women carrying baskets on their headsSAD.A71/107
Group of soldiers on a rocky pathwaySAD.A71/108
S.T. Grigg, column commander, at Jabal Nitl field hospitalSAD.A71/109
Ford motor ambulances, possibly near Jabal Nitl field hospitalSAD.A71/110
Soldiers of the 11th Sudanese BattalionSAD.A71/111
Baqqarah horsemenSAD.A71/112
Ammunition stacks at a campSAD.A71/113
Nuba patients at a field hospitalSAD.A71/114
Nuba prisoners surrounded by a zaribaSAD.A71/115-118
Commanding officers at Silikun camp. From left to right: S.T.
Grigg, column commander; C. Graham, officer commanding 11th
Sudanese; L.K.S., patrol commander; and T.B. Vandeleur, officer
commanding Camel Corps and column commander

SAD.A71/120
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Commanding officers and government officials at Silikun camp.
From left to right: S.T. Grigg; R.S. Wilson, Governor, Nuba
Mountains Province; T.B. Vandeleur; L.K.S.; J.H. Anketell Jones;
J.H.M. Mee and C. Graham

SAD.A71/121

No. 3 Battery in action at Gun Hill facing SaganSAD.A71/122
Distant view of Ullul column campSAD.A71/123
Landscape in the Nyima HillsSAD.A71/124,127
Operations by patrol no. 32SAD.A71/125
Soldiers on a rocky hillsideSAD.A71/126
Officers and men with local “friendlies”SAD.A71/128
Officers of patrol no. 32SAD.A71/129-130
Two young Nuba women carrying large bowls on their headsSAD.A71/131
Group of soldiersSAD.A71/132
Baqqarah horsemenSAD.A71/133
Soldiers in a gun emplacementSAD.A71/134
Barbed wire and sand bag defencesSAD.A71/135
Three unidentified officersSAD.A71/136
Barbed wire and sand bag defences surrounding a look-out postSAD.A71/137
Officer standing in front of barbed wire and sand bag defences
at a look-out post

SAD.A71/138

Soldiers manning a machine gun emplacementSAD.A71/139
Landscape, Nyima HillsSAD.A71/140
Soldiers surrounding two men and a young boy, possibly Nuba
prisoners

SAD.A71/141

Camel Corps soldier with camelsSAD.A71/148
Camel Corps soldiersSAD.A71/149

1920 - 1923SAD.A72/1-84
Album of photographs covering L.K.S.'s service as Adjutant General,
Egyptian Army:

Interior of L.K.S.'s drawing roomSAD.A72/1-2
L.K.S.'s horse, “Kiolan”, the winner of the Governor-General's
cup and the Army and Navy cup displayed on the right

SAD.A72/3

Governor-General's cup and the Army and Navy cup won by
L.K.S.'s horse

SAD.A72/4

Interior view of L.K.S.'s house, with two rifles hanging on the
wall above a display of silverware including the
Governor-General's cup and the Army and Navy cup, both won
by his horse

SAD.A72/5

L.K.S.'s horse, “Battlefield”SAD.A72/6
Interior of L.K.S.'s bedroomSAD.A72/7
L.K.S.'s children sitting on an `anqarib on a shaded verandahSAD.A72/8
H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught decorating Lord Allenby after the
capture of Jerusalem by British forces during World War One
(postcard)

SAD.A72/9

Lord Allenby, High Commissioner, Egypt, arriving at Khartoum
central railway station

SAD.A72/10

Lord Allenby on horseback leaving Omdurman through the south
gate

SAD.A72/11
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Lord Allenby, High Commissioner, Egypt, and Sir Lee Stack,
Governor-General, with their wives and a group of government
officials and officers, probably Khartoum

SAD.A72/12

Spectators at a football match, probably KhartoumSAD.A72/13
Spectators at a sports event, probably KhartoumSAD.A72/14-15
R.E. More, Lord Allenby, Sir Lee Stack, Governor-General and
L.K.S. visiting the Khalifah's house with a group of government
officials and officers

SAD.A72/16

Lord Allenby on horseback meeting a group of local notables
and dignitaries, possibly including Sayyid `Abd al-Rahman
al-Mahdi, in front of the newly-constructed mosque

SAD.A72/17

L.K.S. talking to Sayyid `Ali al-Mirghani, possibly at Khartoum
central railway station whilst awaiting the arrival of Lord Allenby

SAD.A72/18

Lord Allenby on horsebackSAD.A72/19
Lord Allenby taking the salute during a march past by Sudanese
Battalions

SAD.A72/20

Lord Allenby inspecting troops on horsebackSAD.A72/21
Crowds of people awaiting Lord Allenby's arrival on the Elfin, a
side-paddle steamer

SAD.A72/22-23

Man holding a harp, possibly during Lord Allenby's visit to
Omdurman

SAD.A72/24

Competitors in an obstacle course at a sports eventSAD.A72/25
Group of men performing a mock battle at a sports eventSAD.A72/26
Sir Lee Stack, Governor-General getting out of a motor car
assisted by Captain Campbell

SAD.A72/27

Passenger aeroplane, the “Times”, probably KhartoumSAD.A72/28
Young men parading with flags, possibly part of a Eurythmics
display by pupils of Gordon College at a sports event

SAD.A72/29

Bill Spencer, in uniform and holding flyswatSAD.A72/30
Sir Lee Stack, Sirdar and Governor-General, reviewing troops
on horseback

SAD.A72/31

Sir Lee Stack, Sirdar and Governor-General, reviewing troops
on horseback accompanied by L.K.S., Edwards and B.A. Forbes

SAD.A72/32-33

Massed bands march past during a review of troopsSAD.A72/34
Review of troopsSAD.A72/35,42
Officer sitting in an armoured motor vehicle during a review of
troops

SAD.A72/36

Sir Lee Stack, Sirdar and Governor-General, reviewing troops
on horseback

SAD.A72/37

Sirdar's escort on horseback at a review of troopsSAD.A72/38
L.K.S. leading a review of troopsSAD.A72/39
Camel Corps on parade during a review of troopsSAD.A72/40
Sir Lee Stack, Governor-General, and Lord Allenby, High
Commissioner, Egypt, probably Khartoum

SAD.A72/41

Sir Lee Stack, Governor-General, presenting a prize to a soldier
during Lord Allenby's visit

SAD.A72/43

Shilluk warriors standing on a river bank, with steamers moored
in the background

SAD.A72/48

L.K.S. on a polo ponySAD.A72/49
Mrs V. Smith presenting a cup to the winners of a polo matchSAD.A72/51
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L.K.S. and Captain Buxton sitting at a table with a cup displayed
on it at a sports event,

SAD.A72/52

Mrs V. Smith sitting in a carriage, with L.K.S. standing beside
her

SAD.A72/55

L.K.S. and his wife in a temple at LuxorSAD.A72/56
Temple entrance, LuxorSAD.A72/57
Temple of Medinet Habu, built by Rameses III, ThebesSAD.A72/58-59
L.K.S. and his wife stopping for a drink during a tour of a temple,
Luxor

SAD.A72/60

L.K.S. and his wife touring the Ramesseum, ThebesSAD.A72/61
L.K.S. and his wife buying souvenirs from a trader at a temple,
Thebes

SAD.A72/62

View of Thebes from the pylon at KarnakSAD.A72/63
Avenue of ram-headed sphinxes, KarnakSAD.A72/64
L.K.S. and his wife at the entrance to the tomb of Tut Ankh Amen
in the Valley of the Kings, Dar al-Bahari

SAD.A72/66

L.K.S. and another man at the RamesseumSAD.A72/67
View of Luxor temple from across the NileSAD.A72/68
View of Luxor templeSAD.A72/69
Musa, a snake charmer, probably LuxorSAD.A72/70
Musa, a snake charmer, probably LuxorSAD.A72/71-72,74-75
Snake charmed by Musa, probably LuxorSAD.A72/73
Portal of Euergetes I, KarnakSAD.A72/76
Temple ruins, with the obelisk of Queen Hatshepsut in the centre,
Karnak

SAD.A72/77

Armoured motor cars used during an expedition to DarfurSAD.A72/78-79,81-83
Soldiers on camelback next to an armoured motor car used
during an expedition to Darfur

SAD.A72/80

View of the War Office, with the statue of Kitchener in the
foreground, Khartoum

SAD.A72/84
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3. Maps

1917 OctSAD.643/13/42
Military sketch map of the Nyima Jabals, Nuba Mountains province,
produced for the use of patrol no. 32
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